SOLUTION BRIEF

Pulse Connect Secure for
Federal and Public Administration
Enabling Zero Trust Remote Access for
Employees, Contractors and Partners

Highlights
• Enhanced secure remote access
to Microsoft 365, cloud and data
center applications
• Broad multi-factor
authentication, CAC/PIV and
other smartcard integration
• Advanced, stateful endpoint
device checks for additional
security

All organizations, including government and public administration
entities, have stringent requirements for secure access. Enabling rapid,
secure connectivity to cloud and hybrid applications like Microsoft 365
and proprietary applications while complying with standards like FISMA
or FedRAMP are tall orders. Not to mention encouraging workforce
productivity regardless of their location or the devices they use, including
issued devices and personal smartphones and tablets.
Pulse Connect Secure (PCS) provides secure, authenticated access for
remote and mobile users from any web-enabled device to corporate
resources—anytime, anywhere. It is the most widely deployed, enterprisegrade SSL-VPN for for organizations of any size, across government
agencies, municipalities and industries.

• Always-on and per-app VPN with
split-tunneling and multi-tunnel
connectivity to assure access
compliance
• Single client for simple,
streamlined user experience
across multiple OS’s
• Single sign-on for rapid
access to hybrid IT and SaaS
applications
• Extensive virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) and remote
desktop protocol (RDP) support
• Facilitates compliance to
government standards:
NIST, Common Criteria, FIPS,
FedRAMP, FISMA, DISA STIG,
“Comply to Connect”

Figure 1: Pulse Connect Secure at-a-glance

Enhanced Microsoft 365 Security
PCS enables organizations and government agencies to implement robust
security and compliance features for secure remote access of Microsoft 365.
It extends existing secure access by first validating identities through multifactor authentication (MFA) and endpoint compliance. This process also
leverages Pulse’s extensive stateful endpoint security checks to ensure that
devices meet security standards before accessing any information. Laptops
and smartphones are checked for anti-virus, anti-malware, browser types
and versions, patch levels, and many other factors to reduce malware, and
mitigate vulnerable devices and possible unauthorized access to network
resources and hybrid IT applications.

Pulse Connect Secure supports a variety of authentication mechanisms, including certificate-based, mobile and other machinebased authentication as well as CAC/PIV and other government issued access cards. Certificates can be used to identify users
or devices, and certificates can be installed directly on an endpoint or a smart card. Users simply insert the smart card into the
endpoint and Pulse Secure’s single client can leverage the certificate for authentication.
To ensure policies are met, including NIST and DISA requirements, organizations can use Pulse’s per-application VPN and
split-tunneling functionality to tunnel specific application traffic to the agency’s VPN appliance, and then send only authorized
users to on-premises, cloud, and SaaS applications. In doing so, the critical application traffic is protected via corporate security
policies, but still enables remote workers to access SaaS applications -- including Microsoft 365 -- from anywhere.
Pulse Secure also supports native Time-based One-time Passwords (TOTP) such as Google Authenticator to help consolidate
authentication infrastructure. Today, when spear phishing attacks are among the most successful ways to garner passwords,
two-step verification protects users from account lock-out if passwords are compromised.
Furthermore, Pulse Cloud Secure provides single sign-on (SSO), eliminating workers’ needs for multiple passwords and
provides automatic access to applications and services. It interoperates with third-party identity and access management (IAM)
vendors for added service flexibility.
The resulting user experience is friction free: employees, contractors and temporary authorized guests can use native
applications, log in quickly to their Microsoft 365 account, and remain productive regardless of their location.

Support for NIST 800-53
Pulse Secure has a long history of supporting national,
regional, and municipal agencies to enable Zero Trust
secure access to applications and resources regardless
of their location. And Federal agencies are under
increasing pressure to adhere to compliance standards,
especially NIST 800-53 access control requirements.
Pulse Connect Secure helps governmental agencies
meet compliance for low-impact controls like AC-3
(Access Enforcement), AC-17 (Remote Access,
usage restrictions, configuration and connection
requirements) and AC-19 (Access Control for Mobile
Devices) to moderate and high impact controls like AC-6
(Least Privilege), AC-12 (Session Termination), and IA-7
(Cryptographic Module Authentication).
PCS also provides detailed logging and reporting.
The dashboard puts access overview and details at
the administrator’s fingertips, illustrating complex
information in a simplified view, and providing metrics
on appliances and users. Reports provide more
detailed information about individual users and
sessions, login success and failures, IP addresses, noncompliant sessions, and much more. Such information
supports controls like AU-2 (Audit Events), AU-6 (Audit
Review, Analysis, and Reporting), and AU-8 (Time
Stamps).
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Figure 2: Pulse Connect Secure and Microsoft 365

Figure 3: Pulse Connect Secure Dashboard

Device Compliance
Device and endpoint compliance are mandatory for federal agencies and contractors,
and especially with an increasingly mobile and remote workforce. Pulse Secure’s stateful
endpoint compliance queries each and every device before – and during – each connection
to the network to ensure that it meets corporate security standards, such as NIST 800-53
CM-11 (User-installed Software).
It performs endpoint health and security checks based on pre-defined and custom policies,
such as the presence of antivirus and antispyware software, specific OS versions, hard
disk encryption status, patch levels, and browser types. Administrators have the flexibility
to define granular policies that validate specific endpoint attributes required for access
authorization. Devices that are jailbroken or rooted, or devices with unpatched operating
systems are prevented from connecting to applications.
If a device does not meet security standards, it can be quarantined, remediated, or granted
limited access, depending on administrative policy. Further, a device can be remediated with
– or without – user’s involvement. Only when a device is validated can workers access SaaS
or data center applications.
Pulse Secure integrates with enterprise mobility management (EMM) and mobile device
management (MDM) vendors like Microsoft Intune, Airwatch, and MobileIron. This
significantly reduces the chance that workers and contractors accessing your network are
using compromised devices.

Whenever possible,
stateful endpoint
compliance
remediates noncompliant devices by
updating software
applications that
do not comply with
security policies.

Remote Desktop
Pulse Connect Secure (PCS) supports native virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) that contains everything needed for users to connect
via Microsoft RD Web, VMware, and Citrix to virtual desktops, servers, applications, and legacy systems. PCS consolidates the various
access gateways needed for each 3rd party vendor while enabling extensive authentication support and device compliance checks to
VDI systems that may not offer them.
Access is seamless for remote users, including leveraging SSO so users can sign on without having to enter credentials. If a remote
desktop client is needed, a client delivery mechanism is built-in, ensuring that remote users have full, secure access to applications
and resources regardless of their location.
For HTML5 access, however, no client is needed. Pulse offers a secure, completely clientless solution for RDP, SSH, Telnet, and VNC
access. There is no need to install native applications or Java and no browser plugin is required. It works seamlessly and securely in
all HTML5-enabled browsers. Moreover, many configurable options are available to further secure the session or enhance the user
experience. Securing the session may include enabling features such as disabling USB or remote copy/paste. Enhancing the end-user
experience can also include multi-monitor support or on-screen keyboard uses from a kiosk.

Conclusion
Pulse Secure has helped thousands of government, healthcare, financial services and other security-conscious organizations ensure
security compliance for remote users connecting to the data center. You can use our compliance know-how and solution to protect
applications and information, especially Microsoft 365. And, leveraging PCS will help ensure that users are always compliant and
secure, regardless of their location or their device. It’s simple for both you and your users -- and it’s proven.

For more information about how to achieve optimal usage of Microsoft 365 and other SaaS applications
through identity-based access control and robust compliance, please see our
Microsoft 365 security page or contact us at www.pulsesecure.net.
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Pulse Secure, LLC offers software-defined Secure Access solutions that provide visibility
and easy, protected connectivity between users, devices, things and services. The company
delivers suites and a SaaS platform that uniquely integrate cloud, mobile, application and
network access control for hybrid IT. More than 24,000 enterprises and service providers
across every vertical rely on Pulse Secure to empower their mobile workforce to securely
access applications and information in the data center and cloud while ensuring business
compliance. Learn more at www.pulsesecure.net.
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